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Dear Reader,
Sextilia, the majestic sixth month of the Roman
Calendar……or as you might know it, August, the
eighth month of the Gregorian Calendar. August has a
plethora of events, festivals, and dates of special
significance. Whether it be the welfare of humanity on
World Humanitarian Day or the rush of patriotism on
Independence Day, August has it all. While we may
have not been able to compare the number and variety
of friendship bands accumulated this year on
Friendship Day, our ingenious minds did come up with
various ways to show our friends love and also have
mischief.

When we were working on our newsletter, we found the
perfect opportunity to break the monotony of the
pandemic and appreciate the uniqueness of each day
we live. Each day was special in its own way and we
indeed had a tough time picking the most exciting and
interesting events. We even went to the extent of
trying our hands-on writing a poem for you.

This, dear reader, is the result of not only our work but
the skill and collaboration of each student of our
grade. Presenting to you, “The 'augustness' of the
August days”, a breakaway from these tough times
into fun and optimism (not to forget, also improve your
general awareness). With one of the widest spectrum
of topics, we hope you have an amazing read.

Cheers!

The swansong of summer is here at last 
A gateway to the shadows of fall and rain 
August is here in soft sunrays of glory 
A prelude to September’s autumnal strain. 

The bright shades of summer, 
Morphed into a wintry grey. 
Tiny raindrops on dainty petals, 
What a way to start the day! 

The sky turning gold with the setting sun 
With the pearly droplets of rain cooling one’s face,
The insects chirping as they burrow in their homes
And the first stage of the youngsters’ trials come to
an end 

'Tis the season filled with celebrations, 
August showers its petals of joy and happiness. 
One sees it arrive with a gentle swish of the wind,
brimming one over with ecstasy. 
As the green of the leaves turn hues of orange and
blue 

The calendar weeps the last of August days, 
As the green leaves descend from the trees, 
Like a blaze of glory through the mountains. 
One Basks in the rays of sunset 
As August makes her stunning exeunt…

Best Wishes, 
The Editor's Desk  



The world around us has darkness in more ways
than one, but in contrast, there is light in some
people, which drives them to work for the sake of
humanity. Don't we need a medium where we can
appreciate the work done by such people, a way to
inspire more people to dedicate some amount of
their time for the sake of the underprivileged?

Pranav 9A

World Humanitarian DayWorld Humanitarian Day

World Humanitarian Day 2021 focuses on the immediate
humanitarian impact of climate change. People who have
contributed the least to climate are the ones being
affected the most. Drinkable water is running out, the
oceans are rising, flooding low-lying areas, the pattern of
the seasons is being disrupted, leading to problems for
farmers. This, in turn, leads to food shortages and
famines. Climate change causes numerous problems both
directly and indirectly. All of these can be solved by just
taking a few easy measures. Individuals may think that
one person’s actions do not matter, but climate change is
being caused by millions of people thinking their actions do
not matter. If the individual just understands that his/her
actions actually matter, this translates to millions of
people all working towards fixing climate change.

Aathreya 9B

Greatness is measured by the good deeds and thoughtful acts you do for
the world. That should be the ideal motive to attain fame. “Life’s most
persistent and urgent question is, ‘What are you doing for others?’” This

was quoted by Martin Luther King Jr.
 

Each year, World Humanitarian Day focuses on a theme, bringing together
partners from across the humanitarian system to advocate for the

survival, well-being, and dignity of people affected by the crisis, and for
the safety and security of aid workers. 

This year, the OCHA highlights one of the most pressing issues of the
current times, the ongoing climate crisis. The climate emergency is

wreaking havoc across the world at an alarming rate. Those who have
contributed least are hit the hardest, and it will continue to destroy the
world lest we do something about this issue. The challenge will be hosted
on Strava, the world’s leading exercise platform, and the participants can

run, roll, ride, walk, swim, kick or hit a ball. Each action will count
towards helping the United Nations Office for the Coordination of

Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), carry our message to world leaders when
they meet at the UN Climate Change Conference (COP26) in November. 

We can help heal the world from our own houses as well! Spreading
awareness, doing our best to use renewable resources of energy, reducing

water waste, driving fuel-efficient cars are excellent methods of
minimising the damage already inflicted upon the Earth. Maintaining our

rides, buying better bulbs, reducing the wastage of food, investing in
energy-efficient appliances; there are so many more ways in which we
can help curtail the climate crisis. It may not look like it, but these

baby-steps have far-reaching consequences.
In the race against the climate crisis, we can’t leave anyone behind. As
quoted by the UN secretary, António Guterres, “The climate emergency is

a race we are losing, but it is a race we can win.”
Vaishnavi 9C
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International Friendship DayInternational Friendship Day

Untied Ties
By my side, in times of despair,

Had my shoulder, when there was a
scare;

Never once did I have to swear
For always I had the one who shared

love and care.
Never did I feel there was an air,

Rather felt supported and remained
over there.

One who was not born with me,
So I could share.

But the one I feel never separated
Or has a flare

That was the special one with a
special bond always there

Dear friend, my dearest friend
Who never shied away from anything

to bear.
Aarna 9A

One’s Lucky Charm
One fine summer, the world turned against me,

I was forlorn and left with nobody, 
Succumbed I stood, to the difficulties of entity, 

But then came the day, I fathomed not everyone is my
enemy.

 
My best friend is my lucky charm,
Who safeguards me from all harm, 

She protected me from the hurt that day, 
And lent succour all through May.

 
Friends are like angels they say, 

Who lift your feet and guide you when you lose your way,
There may be days when one may be hostile,

And the bond may rupture a while.
 

But true camaraderie cannot be broken, 
Because real friends know your true inner emotions...

Sanika 9C 
 

-Samiksha 9A

-Tanya 9B
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Hiroshima DayHiroshima Day
In August 1945, the world saw the horror of 2 nuclear bombs being dropped close to each other

within three days. There were billowing mushroom clouds that lasted for hours, stretching into the
sky. The condensation rings cut through the air, a reminder of the explosive power of the nuclear
reaction. Two prosperous, lively cities razed to the ground in an instant flash of light. Black soot

was falling on the remains.
For those who think this was justice served, ponder upon this thought of Mahatma Gandhi-"An eye
for an eye makes the entire world go blind." The fractured population was the result of WW1 and
2. The Jews broke, the Chinese broke, the Indians broke, and many more peoples broke too, all

because we humans were stupid not to learn from our past.
The first World War happened because various powers in Europe could not resist the power that

winning the war would give them.
So, the next time you see someone who sleeps in history class and does not ponder the

consequences of his actions, you must try to correct his ways. If not, their present or future
actions may even affect you adversely. 

Pradhyumnan 9C

Traversing back to 6th August 1945, the
crew of a B-29 bomber dropped the

first nuclear atomic bomb over
Hiroshima in Japan. Several thousand

lives were lost and the long-term
radiation left ghastly memories in the
hearts of everyone, 'Little Boy' had

erased an entire bustling city off the
map. 

76 years after the bombs hit the
ground, on the 6th of August, we now

celebrate this day to commemorate the
end of a war and the dawn of a new era
for civilization. A civilization not plagued
by war, but a world where peace politics
is practised, diplomacy over an invasion.
This day focuses on anti-war and an
anti-nuclear unified world. This is the

cornerstone of our civilization.
Mridula 9A

 

It was on the 6th of August, 1945 
When a city once alive

Was gone like the snap of a finger
But the impact continued to linger
This tragedy is a long-living story
Of Hiroshima, a city once in glory
So, on this 6th of August 2021
We think of this disaster done
The catastrophe of Hiroshima

Aadya 9B
 

Sai Samvrutha 9A
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Independence DayIndependence Day

 The Eighth of August is celebrated as the Quit India
movement annually. The Quit India Movement came to be
as a result of the British involving India in World War II
without the consent of Indian leaders. Indian leaders
refused to fight for a cause of achieving democratic

freedom when their freedom had been denied to them.
 Since the movement was held in August it is also known

as August Kranti or August Movement. The Quit India
Movement demanded an end to British rule in India.

Under the leadership of Mahatma Gandhi, people across
India came together to fight for India’s freedom.

 The day is celebrated by paying tribute to freedom
fighters by giving speeches and other events. Political

leaders often take to social media to pay their respects
to the freedom fighters on this day. They additionally

complement their patriotism and express their admiration
of the freedom fighters.

 
Vishnu 9A-Harshita 9B

 Lord Mountbatten chose 15 August as the date of Indian
Independence as it coincided with the date of Japan surrendering
to the Allied Forces after WW2. 
Apart from India 5 other countries celebrate their Independence
Day on 15 August. They are North Korea, South Korea, the Republic
of Congo, Bahrain, and Liechtenstein. 
The Indian Flag can only be produced in only one place, that is the
Karnataka Khadi Gramodyoga Samyukta Sangha. 
Mahatma Gandhi was not a part of the first Independence Day
celebrations as he was on a hunger strike in protest against the
Hindu-Muslim riots that were taking place in Bengal. 
Our national song 'Vande Mataram' was part of a novel
'Anandamath', written by Bankim Chandra Chatterjee in the 1880s.
This song was first sung by Rabindranath Tagore in 1896. At the
time of Independence, India didn't have an official National
Anthem. Jana Gana Mana was written in 1911, however, it was
officially adopted as the Indian National Anthem on 24 January
1950. 
The Radcliffe Line, the demarcation line drawn by Sir Cyril
Radcliffe to depict the Pakistani and Indian portions of Punjab and
Bengal was completed on 3rd August 1947. But it was officially
published only on 17th August 1947, 2 days after India got its
independence from the British.

Riya 9C

Freedom… Imagine a life where you were told what to do and if you did not follow it word to word then you would be
punished in the worst conceivable way. A life with pain, emotions, and feelings are ignored and the only thing that matters
is your master's happiness. But that was the life Indians had to face without any choice. Everyone longed for freedom. It
was alien to them after 200 years of abuse and slavery. But they longed for it. And we got it. Freedom. On 15 August 1947.

WE GOT FREEDOM.
                                                                                                        - Kavya Balaji 9A
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Krishna JanmashtamiKrishna Janmashtami

It is believed that Krishna is the eighth child of Devaki so, Krishna
Janmashtami or Gokulashtami is celebrated on the eighth day or Ashtami
of the Krishna Paksha or dark fortnight in the month of Bhadrapada
according to the Hindu calendar. According to Hindu mythology, the evil king
Kamsa ruled Mathura. He extended his kingdom with matrimonial alliances
and he married his sister to Vasudeva, the Yadu king. After the marriage,
Kamsa decided to shower the newlywed couple with lavish gifts because he
wanted to gain the trust of Vasudeva. But fate had planned something else
for them. As he took the reins of the nuptial chariot a voice from heaven
boomed that his rein would eventually come to an end on the birth of his
sister's 8th child. Listening to this bad fortune of his, Kamsa’s greed for
power made him do things that he himself scorned and he imprisoned
Devaki and Vasudeva. Oh, this is nothing compared to what ‘adharma’ he
did next. Kamsa was drowning in his pool of greed losing his consciousness
even though a part of him knew what he was going to do was treacherous.
When Devaki gave birth to her first child, Kamsa bashed in through the jail
bars, grabbed the child and killed the child. Devaki and Vasudeva watched
this horrifying moment helplessly. Mercilessly, Kamsa did the same for the
seven other children. But on the birth of the 8th child, (Krishna- the
avatar of Lord Vishnu) a miracle occurred; the guards fell asleep that night
and the jail doors unlocked with a click paving the way to Vasudeva to
escape and transfer his child to a safer place- to his friend Nanda’s house
in Gokul. Nanda’s and Yashoda’s baby girl was swapped with Krishna. The
next morning Kamsa was back to do his criminal deed and tried to kill the
girl child but she disappeared from his hand and appeared in front of him
in the divine form of Durga Devi and cursed him. Krishna eventually grew up
and discovered his true parents and killed Kamsa. Once again, the wise Lord
Vishnu reinforces dharma!  
                                                                                                             

-Shreya Gowda 9A  

 
-Ansh Bhatnagar 9B

Raksha Bandhan Facts
 

Rakshabandhan is mainly celebrated by Hindus and Jains
in India and around the world. Nevertheless, it is also
jointly organised by other religions including Muslims,

Sikhs, Buddhists and Christians.
 

The festival of Rakhi is celebrated in the USA, Sri Lanks,
Nepal, Mauritius and the UAE due to its beautiful nature of

representing a universal bond between sisters and
brothers.

 
According to Hindu mythology, Indrani, the wife of Lord

Indra, tied a thread around his wrist when he was going to
fight the demons.

 
Nobel Prize winner Rabindranath Tagore, used the festival
Raksha Bandhan to maintain peace and harmony between
Hindus and Muslims during the 1905 Partition of Bengal.

 
-Lekshmi 9B

RakshabandhanRakshabandhan

Stop touching my things! MA! She ate the last slice by herself. No,
YOU are greedy!

 Put a finger down if something like this has happened to you with a
brother or sister. The relationship between siblings is complicated. It

definitely goes beyond the occasional I love you and small gifts. 
They say the bond between siblings during childhood is one of the

most important ones, it's one of the few strongest bonds humans can
have with one another. But we don't usually think of it so deeply, all
we care about is the fact that I went out to get the pizza so I should

get the last slice!
  

Over the years, the bond between siblings has been unravelling. It went
from hugging each other at night to having separate bathrooms. And

parents haven't always been the way through this. The constant
comparison and unfriendly competition have drawn an unavoidable box

of jealousy in both minds.  
 While most of the time, this hate is harmless, from personal

experience I can't help but see my hate for my brother drive me away
from wanting anything to do with him.  

 
But then again, sibling bonds are of different types. There are the

ones who get along more than they fight, rare; there are the ones who
have so much of an age difference that they each feel like an only

child. Then there are the ones who do love each other but are hesitant
to express themselves. These quiet ones are the ones that show maybe
the deepest form of care for one another but are too afraid of seeming
out of line showing it, so they decide to show it in the form of taking

your spot on the sofa and hiding the last piece of cake. 
 

It's all your fault I always fight with mom and dad. If you mess up, it's
alright because you're the younger one. If I mess up, all hell breaks

loose. You eat my pasta and steal my colour pencils, but you also never
stop loving me no matter how much I hate you. So, this Raksha
Bandhan, let's make a pact to never break our thread of love. 

Happy Raksha Bandhan! 
-  Sharvi 9A 
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Youth DayYouth Day
 I am but a lost soul 

My youth,
They say all good things must

end;
The sadness afflicts;

Time is precious, as life slips
away,

For the hopelessness has become
a cliche-

I am but a lost soul
 My youth,

The dark sun heats the perfect
peaches of May;

And summertime has the bruising
grapevine;

Unattainable dreams of the youth;
An aspect that is the truth-

I am but a lost soul
Kenisha 9B

Rituparna 9A

Women's Equality DayWomen's Equality Day

Out of the darkness
Why? Why are we, women, seen as a toy to society?
We have feelings like love, anger, sorrow and anxiety.

We are not present on this Earth only to cook and clean for you,
But are here to be to ourselves true,

To do what we desire to do 
Be it dancing, theatre, or draw a picture of Peru.

So just stop. Stop “advising” us to do this and that
Stop telling us that we are fat.

Stop telling us “ Girls shouldn’t be loud” and rubbish like that.
For we are our people and can decide what is true and what is not

a fact.
When both men and women are so alike in various aspects,

Why notice the differences and keep us tied up at home as if of
murder we are suspects?

Stop! Stop telling us that we are not worthy,
Or to act a little bit more “girly”.

Stop telling us to stay within our “limits” and “boundaries”.
We will do what we want, be it explore space or sail at sea.

For we are our people, and we require equality.
Meghali 9B

Women’s Equality Day marks the various struggles faced
by women. Celebrated on August 26th, it is a reflection
of the various predicaments faced by women in the past,
such as gaining the right to vote, as well as the ones in
everyday life, like the inequality in the workplace. It is
critical to enhancing the value of girls by investing in

and empowering them, with education, life skills, sport,
and much more. The Ministry of Women and Child

Development in India is also taking steps towards the
empowerment of women, for instance, Support to

Training and Employment Program for Women (STEP) to
ensure sustainable employment and income generation
for marginalised and asset-less rural and urban poor
women across the country and Rashtriya Mahila Kosh
(RMK) to provide microfinance services to bring about
the socio-economic upliftment of poor women. However,

the problem continues to exist. In rural India, girls
continue to be less educated than boys. There are far

fewer females enrolled in schools, and the divide
continues to increase further, with more and more girls
dropping out every day. However, to bridge this divide

Under the Non-Formal Education program, about 40% of
the centres in states and 10% of the centres in UTs are

exclusively reserved for females.
Only when society comes together and works together,
will women be empowered, and have equal rights and
opportunities. After all, as Nehru said if you educate a

man you educate an individual, however, if you educate a
woman you educate a whole family.

Trisha 9C
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World Photography DayWorld Photography Day  
Echoes of the Past

 
Framed in that crumbling wood 

A plethora of memories 
The echo of that old reminiscence 

That alluring history 
 

Long forgotten, now recollected 
Old relations, pristine again 

Those separated by the chasm between life and death 
Together, with a smile and a cane. 

 
Running around like children,

The euphoria in those pictures thrived
Or clutching a photograph to their chest, 

Crying furiously over those who disappear from their lives. 
 

An account of where one has been,
The canopy letting in a sliver of light on the camera lens,

The snow shining bright against the hill
Or people dancing in the rain with no sense

 
Recalling all that one has overlooked, 

Taking a breathtaking trip down the memory lane 
Bittersweet, like most things are,

The photographs, the sunshine in the rain. 
 

Navya 9B  
 

Navya 9B

OlympicsOlympics
 

After being postponed for a year due to the Covid-19
pandemic, the Tokyo Olympics held in Tokyo, Japan,

began on 23rd July 2021 with a grand opening
ceremony where the best athletes of the world

represented their respective countries. A few events
such as archery and rowing took place on July 21st
and 22nd but the opening ceremony marked the
official beginning of the Olympics. Although the

Olympics could not be watched in the stadium by
many due to the restrictions imposed for the

pandemic, the fans were quite willing to cheer for
the contestants representing their country from the
comfort of their homes. The amount of hard work the
athletes put in truly paid off as the representatives

of countries all over the world achieved glory in
different sports fields. The United States of America

won the maximum number of medals followed by
China in second place and Japan in third. India

ranked forty-eighth by the number of medals won by
the country’s representatives. The Tokyo Olympics
came to an end with a magnificent ceremony that

included honouring all the athletes who had
participated along with their teams and the

extinguishing of the Olympic flame. The Olympics
were a welcome respite from the constant worry

caused by the Covid-19 pandemic.
Meghana 9B

 As wrestler Bajarang Punia draped the Indian flag on the
8th of August 2021 a feeling of elation swept the country.
India had just capped off its best-ever Olympic score with

a record-breaking 7 medals including a gold at Tokyo.
Mirabai Channu of Manipur gave India its first medal by
bagging the silver in the 49kg category. P. V Sindhu then

won the bronze medal becoming the first Indian woman to
win 2 Olympic medals. Lovelina Borgohain secured a bronze
medal in boxing while Rahul Dahiya from a small village of
Sonipat won a silver, taking India’s medal count to 4. Then

the Indian hockey team won a medal. The team won a
long-awaited medal after 41 years. Bajrang Punia won
bronze despite a knee injury showing great grit and

determination. Neeraj Chopra scripted history by becoming
the first Indian athlete and second Indian soloist to win a
gold medal. Overall, this performance was like a dream to
come to reality for almost any Indian. The athletes have
made the country proud by showcasing their talents on a

national stage. 
Amod 9B  
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AugustAugust

 The Last Days of Summer
 

Beams of gold rush through the veils of
twilight

 As the sun dips beyond the sea
 Summer takes a bow as the curtains fall
 Her Gold followed by Autumn’s Mahogany.

  
 Distant memories of summer rush past

one’s eyes
 Emerald trees blushing darker shades

 Soon, the world will turn a darker bronze
 Silence enveloping the forest glades.

  
 The champagnes of sunset blaze across

the sky
 The horizons darkening as summer’s flight

descends,
 Leaving bittersweet memories behind

 As all things good must come to an end.
  

 Beams of gold rush through the veils of
twilight

 As the sun dips beyond the sea
 Summer takes a bow as the curtains fall
 Her Gold followed by Autumn’s Mahogany.

 
Srijita 9C 

The month of August is special. While it is the eighth month of the Gregorian calendar, named after the Roman
emperor Augustus Caesar, this month has more depth to it, which is often neglected by its definition. Most

birthdays occur in August, and it is known as the “Happiness Happens Month”. August 1 celebrates Respect for
Parents Day and the first Sunday celebrates Friendship Day. Hence, August holds significance for love and

friendship. This month also celebrates several historical events. Moreover, many cultures call August the month
of harvest. It also marks the end of summer and winter for countries in the two hemispheres. Two zodiac signs,
namely Leo and Virgo, span over this month. This is but a tiny drop in the ocean of the august significance of

August…
“Lazy afternoons

 Walks on the beaches
 Balmy evenings, cloudless skies

 Stars just out of reach
 Sailing on a quiet lake

 Hammocks in the shade….
 These are the simple treasures

 Of which, August days are made”
Akanksha 9B  

 

World Lung Cancer DayWorld Lung Cancer Day  
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1st August marks World Lung Cancer Day, a day to raise
awareness of the challenges and threats that lung cancer poses

around the world, and to celebrate the new research into diagnosis
and treatment breakthroughs that could hopefully one day lead to

a cure for this devastating disease. Lung cancer is the second
most common form of cancer in the world and accounts for 1.6
million cancer-related deaths every year. Although there is no

direct cause for lung cancer, tobacco smoke is one of the common
risk factors in addition to previous exposure to carcinogens and

family history. 
Drawing and Article by Leah 9C 



School EventsSchool Events
Parent Engagement Program - Grade 7

Protege-Senior Student Talk - Middle School
 
Independence Day Assembly - 
A person whose mind is not free, though he may not be in chains is a slave,
not a free man. In honour of our 74th Independence Day, the students of
NPSHSR came together to perform a beautiful patriotic assembly.

Assembly on Onam -
Onam is a joyous and auspicious festival, bringing with it colourful
pookalams along with a variety of sweet dishes. To celebrate this festival,
students and teachers came together to perform an unforgettable
assembly!

Resonating Rhetorics: Panel Discussion - Grade 9

Grade 9 to 12 Inter-house MUN

Interschool Events - 

NPS Rajajinagar MUN - Bring out the laurel wreaths! At this year's NPSRNR
MUN, our very own NPSHSR students brought home numerous awards. Kudos
to them!!

Harvard India MUN - This year at HMUN, NPSHSR had a 50% placement
record!! Keep it up!

Tribune MUN

Primus Public School, Bangalore - PRIMERA Interschool - TechBytes Coding
Competition - Mrinal Jain from 11A won first place and Darsh Kedia from 9A
placed 7th in the competition. Kudos!!!
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Editors of Newsletter of August, 2021 EditionEditors of Newsletter of August, 2021 Edition

Meghana, The Shy Riddhima, The Stylish Nerd

Darsh, Mr Perfectionist Namitha, The 'Fun' One Mridula, The Joker

Navya, The Calm One

Srijita, The Fancy Poet Sanika, The Drama Queen Trisha, Nerd 2.0
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